
 
 

 

 

 

CIMA at MIDEM 2014 
 

MIDEM is at the top of the list of international trade shows for the independent music industry of the 
entire world. MIDEM is held annually in Cannes, France and can be considered the greatest 
opportunity of exploitation and exposure for any Canadian company/act. Having just under 80 
countries in attendance each year, it is the highest attended music industry event that includes 
delegation and representation of international music markets.  

- Canadian Presence: Organizing and managing the Canada Stand for two nights and three 
days of showcases under the Canadian Blast initiative and Ontario Showcase banners. Many 
of the Canadian companies attending the trade show chose to participate under the Canada 
Stand brand, all in which get the benefits of being both a full MIDEM delegate as well as the 
services provided by Canada Stand. Registration declined slightly (about 4%) but this allowed 
for less competition and ultimately, attendance levels increased (a total of 28 companies) to 
capitalize on the opportunity. 

- Marketing & Promotion: Canada Stand provided a dedicated WI-FI network for highspeed 
wireless internet which attracted even more guests. Published listings in the MIDEM 2014 
guide and delegate directory. As well, CIMA acknowledged the support of all sponsors and 
funding bodies. Large, visible posters were displayed all throughout listing all of the Canadian 
companies participating as well as full-color event posters decorating the Canada Stand 
featuring all of the artists’ names. Video compilations and promotion literature were also 
supplied to promote artists. 500 showcase postcards were also distributed throughout the 
trade show.  

- Outcomes: Canadian Blast featured nine Canadian acts at MIDEM 2014 and had scanned 
over 150 international music business professionals, buyers, labels, managers, agents and 
promoters in attendance from 20 different countries. On top of that, most attendees 
returned for the second night as well. Morrison’s club was at capacity (roughly 250) through 
most parts of both nights. The pre-promo, international outreach and social network 
provided proof of success with attracting a crowd to the showcases. Artists indicated that 
they were extremely satisfied with their showcase and the overall conference. 


